In this paper, we propose a lazy learning classifier based on tensor voting framework for supervised binary and multiclass problems. Unlike other lazy learners, our approach communicates votes as tensors which allow them to communicate more information about the local structure/orientation. Hence, classification of a new datapoint is not only based on its proximity to training datapoints but also its structural alignment. The only variable parameter in our approach is the scale of voting. Our experiments on benchmark datasets demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Tensor Voting is a unified computational framework designed to infer geometric structures from sparse and noisy data via a local voting process. It implements Gestalt's principles as perceptual constraints namely proximity and good continuation. The framework is built on two fundamental components: tensor calculus for data representation and linear tensor voting for data communication. Tensor voting takes a dataset with or without orientation information and assigns a second order tensor to each datapoint to capture the possible structures passing through it. The shape and size of the tensor encodes the (un)certainty of a datapoint's orientation and confidence respectively. These datapoints by local interactions, communicates its information (a tensor) to its neighbors as tensor votes. Each vote conveys the orientation the receiving datapoint will have if the voting and receiving datapoint were in the same structure. Each datapoint collects all these votes and encodes them into a new tensor. Eigen value decomposition of the resultant tensor yields insights & interpretations about the dataset.
Guy and Medioni [1] , introduced the preliminary 2D version of tensor voting to extract perceptual features in edge images (curve inference). Later, they have extended it to obtain dense surface information from sparse and noisy 3D data [2] . While the proposed method is good at detection, it obtains three independent representations for surfaces, curves and junctions. Tang and Medioni [3] have proposed improvements over [2] to produce an integrated description of surfaces, curves and junctions. Tang et al. [4] have generalized the tensor voting approach to ݊D, and used the 8D version for outlier detection in the context of epipolar geometry estimation. Though the generalization to ݊D is relatively straight forward, its application to high dimensional problems remained impractical; the challenge was its implementation due to high computational complexity and storage requirements in ݊D [5] . Mordohai and Medioni [6] , addressed this issue with an efficient voting scheme in terms of both space and time. They have proposed an approximate solution to directly compute the votes, instead of the voting fields approach used in [5] where the votes are pre-computed and stored in look-up tables. Authors have also reported results on dimensionality estimation and nonlinear manifold inference in high-dimensional spaces using the proposed ݊D tensor voting scheme. The efficiency of the ݊D scheme has further been improved to handle dimensionalities up to a few hundreds in [7] . Authors have also reported results on tensor voting based approach to function approximation in addition to dimensionality estimation and manifold learning.
In this paper, we propose a generic pattern classification algorithm based on the tensor voting framework for binary and multiclass problems. The proposed method falls under instance-based learning scheme (lazy learners) where classification of new datapoint is done by comparing it with a database of preclassified datapoints. Unlike other local, instance-base learners where datapoints propagate information to its neighbors as scalars, our approach derives the advantages of tensor voting framework that: votes are communicated as tensors. This allows them to convey more information about the local structure/orientation to its neighbors. As a result, our classifier not only considers the proximity but also the geometric alignment while classifying new datapoints. Tensor voting approach is more intuitive as the vote strength attenuates with distance and curvature as opposed to equal weights, say in k nearest neighbors (kNN). In addition, it has been demonstrated that tensor voting is robust against outliers and noise [7] . With a given distance measure, the only variable parameter in our approach is the scale of voting (similar to k in kNN). Experimental results on benchmark classification datasets demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach against other lazy learners.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of the tensor voting framework. In Section 3, we propose our tensor voting based approach for binary and multiclass classification. Experimental results and comparisons are presented in Section 4 and Section 5 gives concluding remarks.
A Brief Review of Tensor Voting
In this section we briefly review the recent ݊D formulation of tensor voting discussed in [6] [7] starting from data representation, to voting process and analysis.
A datapoint, also referred to as a token in the tensor voting framework is represented by a second order, symmetric, non-negative definite tensor. For a token in ݊D space, the tensor can be viewed as an ellipsoid in the ݊D space and is a matrix of size ݊ × ݊. When orientation information is not available at a token, the token is encoded as a "ball tensor" which represents perfect uncertainty in orientation. The corresponding ellipsoid becomes a sphere or hyper-sphere. On the other hand, a tensor that has a preferred orientation in only one direction is called "stick tensor" which represents perfect certainty for a hyperplane. The tensor at a token on a structure with dimensionality ݊ can be computed from their normals ݀ as follows:
Thus, tokens with known orientation are encoded as tensors obtained from the above equation. Tokens without any orientation information are represented by identity matrices (ball tensors). From a given tensor, the type of structure encoded in it can be found by decomposing and examining its eigensystem as shown in the following equation:
where ߣ are the eigenvalues in descending order of magnitude and ݁ are the corresponding eigenvectors. A tensor, simultaneously encodes all possible types of structures. The confidence/saliency of the type that has ݊ normals is encoded in the difference ሺߣ − ߣ ାଵ ሻ or ߣ . Each eigenvalue difference term in the above equation corresponds to a particular type of structure. If more than one such term is non-zero, it means the presence of more than one type of structure at that location. A stick tensor has only one non-zero eigenvalue and a ball tensor has all equal and non-zero eigenvalues. After all tokens are encoded with tensors, each token acts as a voter and communicates its votes to its neighbors (the receivers) through a voting process. The votes are also second-order, symmetric, non-negative definite tensors and encodes the orientation the receiver would have, if the voter and receiver were in the same structure. When the voter is represented by a stick tensor, the magnitude of the vote cast by the voter decays with respect to the length of the osculating circle connecting the voter and receiver. The osculating circle degenerates to a straight line if the vector connecting the voter and receiver is orthogonal. The stick vote at a receiving token B from voter A is generated by the following equation (3) 1 (see figure 1(a)):
where ‫ݏ‬ is the length of the arc between the voter and receiver, ߢ is its curvature, ߪ is the scale of voting which controls the range within which the voter influences receiver, and ܿ is a constant, which controls the degree of decay with curvature. Stick voting always occurs in the 2D space irrespective of the dimension (݊) of the dataset. The generated vote is later transformed to ݊D space and aligned to the voter by a rotation and translation.
1 No votes are generated if ߠ is more than 45 degrees. Also, the voting neighborhoods are truncated to the extent where the magnitude of the vote is more than 3% of the magnitude of the voter.
The vote generated by a ball tensor is given by the following equation (see figure 1(b)):
where ‫ݒ‬ is a unit vector parallel to the line connecting the voter and the receiver, ‫ܫ‬ is a ݊ × ݊ identity matrix and ‫ݏ‬ = ‫. 
Tensor Voting ased Classification
Classification of objects to one of a given set of labels/classes is a pivotal task in pattern recognition. Applications such as texture segmentation, speaker identification, object/face recognition needs a reliable and computationally efficient classifier for practical implementation. A plethora of classifiers have been discussed and described in the literature. In this section we discuss an instance-based learner based on the tensor voting framework.
Consider a binary classification problem of classifying ݈ ଵ datapoints belonging to class 1 and ݈ ଶ datapoints belonging to class 2 in the ݊ dimensional real space ℜ . Let the matrix ‫ܣ‬ in ℜ ଵ× represent the datapoints of class 1 and matrix ‫ܤ‬ in ℜ ଶ× represent the datapoints of class 2. Given a set of test datapoints ‫ܥ‬ in ℜ × , we propose to perform tensor voting on the set ‫ܣ‬ ∪ ‫ܥ‬ and ‫ܤ‬ ∪ ‫ܥ‬ independently and predict the classification of datapoints in ‫ܥ‬ based on the votes it has received from its neighbors in the set ‫ܣ‬ and ‫.ܤ‬ We make sure that the datapoints of the test set ‫ܥ‬ does not participate in tensor voting during both the runs and they simply receive votes from its neighbors in the corresponding training set ‫ܣ‬ or ‫.ܤ‬ Each test datapoint in ‫ܥ‬ has two resultant tensors ܴ ଵ and ܴ ଶ , after performing tensor voting on the sets ‫ܣ‬ ∪ ‫ܥ‬ and ‫ܤ‬ ∪ ‫ܥ‬ separately. These tensors are decomposed to compute its eigensystem and hence the votes ܸ ଵ and ܸ ଶ , received by a test datapoint towards class 1 and class 2. The datapoint is assigned to the class that receives maximum voting. The votes are computed as sum of the eigenvalues of the resultant tensor following [8] . As with tensor voting framework, the only variable parameter in our approach is the scale of voting ߪ which controls the size of the voter's neighborhood within which it influences the receivers. The fact that votes are cast as tensors and not scalars allows the training datapoints of a class to convey more information about the belongingness of a test datapoint to their class. Unlike other instance-based classification approaches, the magnitude of the vote received by a test datapoint not only depends on its proximity to the voting datapoints, but also its structural alignment.
We will demonstrate the proposed approach using a simple 2D XOR toy example for visualization purposes. The toy dataset has 4000 training datapoints and 2000 test datapoints belonging to two classes: class1 (points in blue) and class2 (points in red) as shown in figures 2(a) & (b). This dataset has been generated from four Gaussian distributions with same co-variance and different means. Note that the dataset is not linearly separable and conventional linear discriminant approaches fail on this dataset. As discussed, we first performed tensor voting on class 1 training datapoints and all test datapoints. We encoded all class 1 training datapoints as unit ball tensors with all eigenvalues equal to one and an orthonormal set of eigenvectors. We encoded all test datapoints as zero ball tensors with all eigenvalues equal to zero as we do not want these datapoints to participate in tensor voting as voters. We ran tensor voting on these input datapoints ሺߪ = 1ሻ and obtained the resultant tensors for each test datapoint. The eigensystem of these tensors were decomposed to compute the votes received by each test datapoint from class 1 training datapoints. Figure 2 (c) visualizes these votes by appending it as a third dimension to the 2D feature space. Votes received by class 1 test datapoints and class 2 test datapoints from class 1 training datapoints are shown in blue and red respectively. It could be observed that class 1 test datapoints have received more votes than class 2 test datapoints as expected. Figure   b 2(d) shows the votes received by test datapoints from class 2 training datapoints after similar operation. Test datapoints were assigned to the class that gave maximum voting which resulted in 100% accuracy.
Further, to demonstrate the effect of the variable parameter ߪ (the scale of voting) on the neighborhood size, we repeated experiments on the XOR toy dataset with ߪ ranging from 10 ିସ to 10 . Table 1 shows the variation of average voters from class 1 and class 2 datapoints with respect to the scale of voting. It could be observed from this table that ߪ controls the size of the neighborhood from which a test datapoint receives votes. Also, since the neighbourhood already reached its maximum limits (with ߪ = 10 ିଵ ) enforced by hard constraints of tensor voting, there is no change in average voters with higher ߪ. We used the ݊D tensor voting implementation available publicly for our experiments [9] . We are grateful to the authors for making this code available to the research community. Though we discussed a binary classification example, our approach is readily extendable to multiclass problems. For clarity, we explicitly state our tensor voting based pattern classification algorithm. Further, to demonstrate that tensor voting based classification considers the geometric alignment in addition to proximity information, we use the skewed cross arcs toy dataset shown in figure 3 . This dataset is inspired by the cross planes dataset discussed in [10] . The training set contains 13 class 1 datapoints (points in red) and 307 class 2 datapoints (points in black); the test set contains 43 class 1 datapoints and 307 class 2 datapoints (see figure 3) . The predictions from our tensor voting based approach ሺߪ = 10 ିଷ ሻ on the test set are shown in figure 4(a) ; misclassified datapoints are shown in green. Our approach misclassifies a single class 1 datapoint at the intersection. We also performed classification using kNN on the same dataset for comparison; figures 4(b),(c) shows the predictions of kNN on the test set with k=1 and k=2. The corresponding no. of misclassifications is 4 and 9 near the intersection. Since kNN classifies a test datapoint only based on its proximity to the training datapoints, it fails in identifying class 1 datapoints near the intersection. 
Experimental Results
To demonstrate the performance of our tensor voting based classifier, we conducted experiments on several benchmark binary and multiclass classification problems. Table 2 gives a brief description of all these 14 datasets. All experiments were implemented in MATLAB 7.3.0 (R2006b) [11] environment on a PC with Intel Core2 Duo processor (2.00 GHz), 4 GB RAM. Continuous attributes of all datasets were normalized to be in the range [-1,+1]. We used the ݊D tensor voting implementation available through [9] for our experiments. We also conducted experiments on the same datasets using other popular instance-based learners such as kNN, weighted kNN, KStar and locally weighted learning (LWL) for comparison purposes. We used their corresponding implementations available in Weka's package weka.classifiers.lazy [12] for experiments. Weighted kNN experiments were performed with two weighting schemes 1/distance (WkNN1) and 1-distance (WkNN2). KStar is an instance-based learner which uses entropy as a distance measure. LWL is a framework which fits local models to a query datapoint from training data around its location and estimates the output. We ran Weka's LWL implementation with default options where the base learner is a decision stump (LWL-DS). Table 3 presents the classification accuracies (along with standard deviations if applicable) obtained by our tensor voting based classifier (TVC) and other instancebased learning approaches discussed above. For around 11 datasets, we conducted stratified 10-fold crossvalidation experiments as they were not having a separate test set (or test set was very small). We report results averaged over 10-folds for these cases. For other 3 datasets, we report standard results with corresponding train and test sets. To obtain tensor voting results, we searched for the scale of voting parameter ߪ in the range ሾ0,3ሿ that gives the best testing accuracy for each dataset and report results corresponding to that value. Similar search for the best parameter was made to obtain results of other methods as well. For kNN/WkNN1/WkNN2 and LWL-DS we conducted experiments with different values of k in the range ሾ1,30ሿ and ሾ1,100ሿ respectively. For KStar we searched for the blend parameter B in the range ሾ0,100ሿ. These parameters that yielded the best testing accuracies are also shown in table 3 in parenthesis for all the considered methods. All other parameters of algorithms, unless and otherwise mentioned were kept at its default value during experiments. It could be observed from table 3 that on 10 out of the 14 datasets considered, our tensor voting based classifier has performed on par/better than other approaches. Table 4 shows the comparison of total testing time (in cpu seconds) taken by our TVC and other methods to classify these datasets. The time complexity of tensor voting is of the order of NMlogM, where N is the dimension of the dataset and M is the number of datapoints. Thus the computing time doesn't get adversely affected as the no. of datapoints grows. However, larger N has higher impact on the testing time which can be seen from the results. For instance, on all datasets with higher dimensions our approach has taken considerably higher testing time when compared with kNN/WkNN. On datasets with lower dimensions our approach does on par/better than other approaches inspite of larger no. of datapoints eg. Ripley, Iris and Fourclass. It is worth mentioning that the testing time is also governed by the size of the neighborhood depending upon the scale of voting chosen; an example is Banana -it takes more testing time because it has dense neighbors with the chosen ߪ.
To understand the effect of scale of voting parameter ߪ on the classification accuracy, we plot classification accuracy vs. scale of voting on couple of datasets as shown in figure 5 . It could be observed that the classification accuracy for a given dataset in general is sensitive to the value of ߪ and each dataset achieves its maximum accuracy at different scales. However, since the shape of the curve is not steep instead flat/bell shaped, the sensitivity to scale of voting ߪ is nominal if not high. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a novel lazy learning classifier based on the tensor voting framework. The proposed classifier uses local geometric information while performing classification. Experimental results are presented on benchmark classification datasets and results are comparable with well-established lazy learners. In order to further improve the classification speed of the proposed approach, the line of future work is to move from complete lazy learning to eager learning paradigm. The idea is that abstraction of training data from each class can be done globally by performing tensor voting offline and classification of new datapoints may happen locally by simple tensor addition.
